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In the ward, Fang Tongguang lies in bed facing down. He looks wan overnight, even a bit off
his head.
Chen Yuse shows up in the foldable chair. She seems more attractive than usual.

Chen Yuse: How do you feel, old pal? Where’s your son? He’s gone?

Fang Tongguang opens his eyes and sees a blurred image of Chen Yuse.

Fang Tongguang: How long do I have left?
Chen Yuse: Em......
Fang Tongguang: Three months?
Chen Yuse: Em......
Fang Tongguang: Two months?
Fang Tongguang: Yes.

Fang Tongguang goes silent for a
while. 

Fang Tongguang: Young Doc.
Chen Yuse: Yes?
Fang Tongguang: I wanna ask
you something.
Chen Yuse: It’s Chen, but yes?
Fang Tongguang: Do you know
any hospital can treat
male......sexual problem? You
know that......
Chen Yuse: That should be the
least of your worries. Let’s focus
on your lungs now.
Fang Tongguang: I’m not talking
about me. It’s my son.
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Chen Yuse: What’s wrong with him?
Fang Tongguang: He has that...... “Shorty Syndrome”.
Chen Yuse: ......He’s not short.
Fang Tongguang: I didn’t mean that, he’s, well, a man, he grows up, but he’s not...psychologically, mentally....he just, can’t
get married. He’s not interested in woman, you see what I mean?
Chen Yuse: What kind of disease is it?
Fang Tongguang: He has no interest in marrying a woman.
Chen Yuse: Is he not interested in getting married or in woman?
Fang Tongguang: aren’t they the same thing?
Chen Yuse: Not necessarily. Like me, I’m not interested in getting married either, but I will get a partner. A man.
Fang Tongguang: ......That’s called slutty.
Chen Yuse: Pardon?
Fang Tongguang: Well, let’s talk about my son. He’s not always like that. He was interested in woman before college, at
least to his Chinese teacher. After that, somehow, he just, changed. After high school, he, he had a mutation, yes, that’s
the right word, he mutated, lost interest in woman, marriage and child.
Chen Yuse: ......That’s not a disease. He doesn’t want to get married. If you force him to, he’ll end up in divorce. If he’s not
interested in woman at all......
Fang Tongguang: He was bloody traumatised back then! His mother was going through menopause. She didn’t feel well
and she had to make sure that everyone around her suffers. He was traumatised because of his mother. Women can be
crazy for years during that period.
Chen Yuse: ......

Fang Tongguang: I need your advice.
Chen Yuse: On...?
Fang Tongguang: I want to get him back on track.
Chen Yuse: ......That’s not something easy to change.
Fang Tongguang: I must try regardless how difficult it is. I got connections and they introduced a doctor to me. He said it’s
curable!
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Therapist on. He talks to Fang Tongguang. Fang Haochang appears on the stage after him acting as the
therapist’s model for demonstration.

Therapist: There are two types. One is genetic, which means his father has the same condition......
Fang Tongguang: No! Impossible!
Therapist: Good. The other type is acquired. This type is technically not a disease. It’s more like a disorder,
which can be corrected.
Fang Tongguang: What methods are you going to use?
Therapist: In specific, Low Frequency Pulse Electricity.
Fang Tongguang: What electricity?
Therapist: Low Frequency Pulse Electricity.
Fang Tongguang: ...This low......low, how does it work?
Therapist: Have you heard of Pavlov?
Fang Tongguang: ......The dog guy?
Therapist: Yes.
Fang Tongguang: The dog drools whenever he feeds it. 
Therapist: Wrong! All dogs drool when they get fed. We don’t need Pavlov to know that! What Pavlov
found is that, once you ring the bell, dog drools without food. Ringing the bell means ‘food is coming’. This
is called a conditioned reflex. The correction therapy works the other way round. Whatever he needs, he
can have it and you ring the bell. When he drools, give him the required stimulation. After a few days, he
will no longer have the needs. 
Fang Tongguang: (thinking) Wait a second, do you expect him to stay there and wait for you to stimulate
him?
Therapist: We surely have to keep him under control.
Fang Tongguang: To tie him up?
Therapist: That sounds inhuman. Just protective restraint. Make sure he’s restrained.
Fang Tongguang: Restrained?
Therapist: Yeah, restrained. (takes out a net, opens up and covers Fang Haochang) You just give him a tiny
space to make sure that he can’t move.
Fang Tongguang: I see......(revises and summarises) restraint, give him whatever he wants, ring the bell......
Therapist: Stimulation!
Fang Tongguang: Stimulation.

The therapist and Fang Haochang, the prop, disappear. Fang Tongguang looks at Chen Yuse again.

Fang Tongguang: Does this sound like a proper treatment?
Chen Yuse: Not quite as far as I’m aware of in modern civilisation. 
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Fang Tongguang:  Yeah,  in modern civi l isation,  your son can cal l  you an asshole and
disappear when you’re dying.  He is  st i l l  a  civi l ised man when he acts l ike a douche and
I’m a barbarian just  because I  want to put  him back on track.  Leaving an old man to die
alone is  what a civi l ised man can do? Now, he’s  tel l ing me,  to take my t ime,  and do
whatever I  want.  He’s  wait ing for me to die,  he thinks he can piss me off  with that
“Yellow Toothbrush” and their  damn toothbrush business.  Not a chance!  I  am the
independent one now! I  want to do nothing but  this !  I ’ve made my decision.  I ’m not
taking him anywhere.  I ’ l l  do i t  r ight  here,  I  can be Pavlov just  at  home.
Chen Yuse:  How, how can you do i t  at  home?
Fang Tongguang:  Huh-huh,  I  already have a plan.  There’s  a big wardrobe. . . . . .

As Fang Tongguang describes, the big wardrobe in his home
appears. Fang Haochang, the prop, stands in front of the
mirrored wardrobe.

Fang Tongguang: I made this the same year he was born.
(Fang Tongguang stands in front of the mirrored wardrobe
with Fang Haochang side by side) This big wardrobe is fully
stuffed. He can’t move by himself. There’s a hidden
drawer on the back. If you want to reach the hidden
drawer, you got to move away the wardrobe first. Well, it
still works if you don’t move the wardrobe away. There’s a
crack of the size that could fit one person between the
wardrobe and the wall. (Fang Tongguang manipulates Fang
Haochang, the prop. He explains and demonstrates at the
same time) After he gets into the crack, I’ll use the long-
handle (an axe shows up) and pry!
Chen Yuse: You can’t do that ! You might bleed if you pry
too hard.
Fang Tongguang: I’ll do it very gently.
Chen Yuse: Intensive move, a fall-over or just leaning to
one side could kill you.
Fang Tongguang: ......It could do if it falls to one side.
Chen Yuse: No.
Fang Tongguang: Yes. The wardrobe has four legs. I can
still seal him inside even with one broken leg.
Chen Yuse: ......
Fang Tongguang: One leg is already unstable, I’ll use the
saw to cut it off a little bit (the saw shows up) and tie up this
broken leg with a rope. Once he gets in, I’ll pull the rope. He
can’t get away from it.
Chen Yuse: There’s no guarantee......
Fang Tongguang: That’s alright. I’ll prepare on both hands
making sure that he can’t move. ......Good idea!
Chen Yuse: ......You’re welcome.
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Chen Yuse: Have you seen mayfly?
Fang Tongguang: Ah?
Chen Yuse: Mayfly is an insect living in the water.
Fang Tongguang: Water floats.
Chen Yuse: Those float on the water are adults.
Fang Tongguang: I hate to see them when I fish.
Chen Yuse: In the morning, the nymphs grow wings and become
adults. They emerge from the water and fly non-stop in the air all
day. They don’t eat nor drink. They know they have a short life,
born at dawn and die before dusk. After they were born in the
morning, they would spend the whole day looking for
companions and fly together before the day ends. They will land
on the water again before getting hungry and embrace their
deaths. 

Chen Yuse observes the trap carefully.

Chen Yuse: Can I ask a few technical questions?
Fang Tongguang: Sure. 
Chen Yuse: (gets Fang Haochang, the prop, and manipulates him)
He gets in, you pull the rope, and the wardrobe collapses. What if
it falls on his feet? If it didn’t fall on his feet, there’s a chance for
him to get crushed to death. Okay, let’s assume he’s safe in there.
What about you? Pull the rope, you might bleed and you can’t
move. He’s inside and he can’t get out. One is in, one is out. Two
lives are at risk. (Fang Tongguang is impressed with what Chen Yuse
says) Have you thought about it?
Fang Tongguang: (the lesser of two evils) I made this wardrobe,
......it’s a risk that is worth to take.

Chen Yuse: Are you sure he’s not adopted?
Fang Tongguang: Ah?

Chen Yuse looks at Fang Haochang, the prop, trying to figure out a
solution. She finally realises it and drags Fang Haochang, the prop, to
the mirror.

Chen Yuse: I have one more question. Why does he have to
squeeze in that crack? What if you can’t get him inside?

Fang Tongguang didn’t expect this question and he doesn’t know the
answer to it. He walks around Fang Haochang, the prop and sits
down after he finishes two circles.
Chen Yuse gets Fang Tongguang up and they enter a new scene.
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Fang Tongguang: Live for one day.
Chen Yuse: Yes, live for one day. “Mayflies don’t know what they
are after”. “They’d like to travel afar but have nowhere to go, so
they just wander around and live freely ”. human life is the same,
short and insignificant to the world. We don’t know what we’re
after and have no idea when our lives end. Why don’t we just live
the way we want? The story of mayflies are often used as
metaphors for life. Human should live like mayflies!
Fang Tongguang: ...... How do they reproduce?! How do they
reproduce?!
Chen Yuse: ......
Fang Tongguang: How do they reproduce?! Live for just one day,
no eat, no drink, all they do is bloody flying. If they don’t take the
time to reproduce, they die on the next day!
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Chen Yuse: They mate in flight and lay eggs when they descends to the surface of the water.
Fang Tongguang: That’s right! However freely they live, they still need reproduction. Water floats aren’t stupid. They know what
matters the most. 
Chen Yuse: Maybe not all mayflies get back to the surface of the water.
Fang Tongguang: Then where do they land? On the ground?
Chen Yuse: Maybe they just want to stay in the air, even just for a little while!

Fang Tongguang doesn’t want to continue the conversation. Chen Yuse is irritated.

Fang Tongguang: Those mayflies who don’t get back to water are sick! (suddenly feels inspired) Food!
Chen Yuse: Ah?
Fang Tongguang: You got to prepare food! Think it as fishing, you have to put food in the drawer to catch him.

Fang Tongguang gets back to his bed and leans against the mattress with one arm to look for his glasses and Fang Haochang’s phone.

Fang Tongguang: “Yellow Toothbrush”. (he finds “Yellow Toothbrush”’s phone number, feels relieved) He’s definitely coming as long
as we have “food”.

Fang Tongguang holds the phone tightly.

Fang Tongguang: I’ve thought it through. There’s net, which I used to catch birds, portable power station, and fishing bell, the
harder you pull, the louder it jingles. I’ll make sure that the alarm never goes off even after I die!

Chen Yuse starts to feel terrified by Fang Tongguang’s plan.
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Chen Yuse is worried and she calls Fang Haochang. Fang Haochang looks frustrated,
apparently he’s having difficulties in his career.

Chen Yuse: Doctor Fang, I need to talk to you about your father.
Fang Haochang: What about him again?
Chen Yuse: He......is not well.
Fang Haochang: Right, I see. Thanks. 
Chen Yuse: Aw, and, (hesitates) he seems to want to try a new therapy.
Fang Haochang: Whatever he wants.
Chen Yuse: No, it’s not him. He wants to cure you, your “Shorty Syndrome”. 

Fang Haochang: (surprised) Leave him alone, I mean it. He’s lost his mind.
Chen Yuse: He’s already alone.
Fang Haochang: Yeah, just leave him to do whatever he wants!
Chen Yuse: I know I shouldn’t say this, but he’s dying. It’s impossible to change his mind
at this stage. He’s a patient and an old man, maybe you could pretend to be the son he
wanted just to make him happy?
Fang Haochang: (touched inside by Chen Yuse’s words but refuses to admit it) Why should
I pretend just to make him happy?
Chen Yuse: Whatever. I only tell you this out of humanitarian concerns, recently he’s
talking a lot about the Pavlov experiment with the cleaning lady. 
Fang Haochang: Bullshit!
Chen Yuse: Yeah, it’s bullshit! I wish you never return.

7

The bedroom in Fang Tongguang’s house is filled with furniture. Various plants and
vegetables can be found in pots of different sizes. Most of them should starting to fruit.
Instead, they are wilting now due to the lack of care. 
Fang Tongguang is lying in bed. He’s a lot weaker than before. He has to pause and rest
between words. Only his eyes are wide open, alarmed and full of fear, but if you look
carefully, they are desperate and hopeless.
Fang Haochang walks into the living room with his suitcase. He sees a new oxygen
concentrator waiting to be unpacked.

Fang Tongguang: Who is it?
Fang Haochang: Me. 
Fang Tongguang: ......Where is my carer?
Fang Haochang: She’s not coming.
Fang Tongguang: ......Why?
Fang Haochang: You tell me. ......Why didn’t you use the oxygen concentrator?
Fang Tongguang: I don’t want to!
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Fang Haochang unpacks the oxygen concentrator and starts to
putting the parts together.

Fang Haochang: I’m taking you to a provincial hospital later.
You need to stay in hospital.
Fang Tongguang: No, I’m going back to the Thoracic Centre.
Fang Haochang: To see the young doctor.
Fang Tongguang: Yeah.

Fang Tongguang struggles to get up to see whether his props are all
set.

Fang Haochang: You think you can harass her again?
Fang Tongguang: Shut the fuck up. 
Fang Haochang: Then why don’t’ go to a provincial hospital?
Fang Tongguang: I’m going to a hospital anyway. Why don’t
choose the one I like?
Fang Haochang: You like that young doctor, don’t you?
Fang Tongguang: Yes! That’s right! Unlike you, I like, pretty
woman.

Fang Tongguang finally gets up. The props are all set and the rope is
tied to one of the wardrobe legs. With the other end of the rope in his
hand, Fang Tongguang is satisfied. 
Fang Haochang brings in the oxygen concentrator.
Fang Tongguang hides the rope in his hand.

Fang Haochang: You need anything?
Fang Tongguang: ......Call......my carer!

Fang Haochang takes away the phone.

Fang Haochang: That’s enough! I didn’t know you’ve become a
harasser now.
Fang Tongguang: I’m not. You are.
Fang Haochang: You touched her.
Fang Tongguang: I lost my balance.

Fang Tongguang coughs.
Fang Haochang hits Fang Tongguang’s back to help him coughing
up phlegm, but nothing comes out. He puts him down and quickly
sets up the tube on the oxygen concentrator. He tries to put it on for
Fang Tongguang but Fang Tongguang refuses to wear it. 

Fang Haochang: Keep it on! You’re out of breath.

Fang Tongguang finally stops fighting and calms down. 

Fang Tongguang: How did we end up here......
Fang Haochang: Calm down, you’ll be fine.

Fang Haochang gets tripped over by the rope on the floor. He
stands up madly and interrogates Fang Tongguang.
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Fang Haochang: What is it?
Fang Tongguang: Uh...... I shouldn’t get in your way
between you and your Chinese teacher. At least she’s
better than that “Yellow Toothbrush”......
Fang Haochang: What is this for?
Fang Tongguang: ......I can’t get up by myself. I pull it, to
get up.

Fang Haochang stares at the rope with doubts. He follows
the rope to the wardrobe and tries to pull it. Fang
Tongguang gets anxious.

Fang Tongguang: Don’t pull it! Don’t pull it! (trying to get
Fang Haochang’s attention off the rope) You, you, you, you
go, look for your grandpa, your grandpa’s, death
certificate.
Fang Haochang: What?
Fang Tongguang: Find that certificate, it shows......in
which year your grandpa passed away.
Fang Haochang: What for?
Fang Tongguang: Proof. To proof, your grandma,
bought this house, after your grandpa passed away. Now
your grandma is gone too. I inherited the house.
......Otherwise, I need to prove, your grandpa, has no
other children. 
Fang Haochang: (didn’t quite understand, puts the rope
down to water the flowers) ......Get well, and we can look
for it later.
Fang Tongguang: No. Do it now!
Fang Haochang: Why?
Fang Tongguang: The house is yours! Don’t you need
money? At the end of this month......

Fang Tongguang observes Fang Haochang. Fang
Haochang leaves the bedroom. He tries to hide his feelings
and makes up a story. 

Fang Haochang: Never mind. We’ve received an
injection. I’m not short of money anymore. 
Fang Tongguang: ......”Yellow Toothbrush”, you’re back
together?
Fang Haochang: Yeah. Manager Yellow, ...Huang, found
an investment company and we had a second round of
injection. We don’t need anything now. 
Fang Tongguang: ......Find it anyway!
Fang Haochang: Why?
Fang Tongguang: ......I’m gonna donate it. 
Fang Haochang: To whom?
Fang Tongguang: To the government!
Fang Haochang: The government has more assets than
you could imagine......
Fang Tongguang: Find it!
Fang Haochang: I’m not in the mood. You can do it by
yourself.
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Fang Haochang picks up the spray to water the flowers. He turns his back on
Fang Tongguang.
Fang Tongguang struggles to get up but failed. He’s using his elbows to support
his body in a hilarious way.
Fang Haochang finds out that Fang Tongguang is half-sitting in the bed.

Fang Haochang: Why don’t you use the rope? ...... Isn’t that here to assist
you?
Fang Tongguang: ...... It’s an exercise. I’m exercising. 
Fang Haochang: For what? The next Olympics?

Fang Tongguang ignores him and keeps trying to get up.
Fang Haochang can’t stand seeing him stuck in this half-sitting position. He
comprises and comes to get him. Fang Tongguang finally sits up.

Fang Tongguang: Of course I need to exercise. I have a carer to harass. 

Fang Haochang: Where is it? Where about?
Fang Tongguang: ......In the hidden drawer, behind the wardrobe.
Fang Haochang: Behind the wardrobe? I can’t get it. I can’t lift the
wardrobe!
Fang Tongguang: Get in. ……Get inside. 
Fang Haochang: I.....don’t think I can.
Fang Tongguang: Turn your body, to the wall, reach for it, with one hand.

Fang Haochang checks on the crack between the wall and the wardrobe. Fang
Tongguang wraps the rope up around his hand.

Fang Haochang: Got to move out the wardrobe.
Fang Tongguang: Okay, move it then.

Fang Haochang tries to move the wardrobe but failed.

Fang Haochang: This is heavy.
Fang Tongguang: Get inside!
Fang Haochang: I can’t! It’s too small!
Fang Tongguang: You haven’t tried!

Fang Haochang tries to get inside.

Fang Tongguang: Put down, your phone.

Fang Haochang takes out his phone, puts it down and starts to squeeze in facing
the wall.

Fang Haochang: Told you it’s not possible. Good lord, how can I find it if I
can’t even get in......

Fang Tongguang waits for the perfect time and pulls the rope abruptly with all
his strength.
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Fang Tongguang: Got you! Damn it!

The rope made with old sheets snaps as he speaks. Fang Tongguang falls on his back. His
whole body stretches, even his shoes fly off. Fang Haochang is complaining loudly in the
crack. He has no idea what is going on outside.

Fang Haochang: This is the furthest point I could reach, my arm’s not long enough,
there’s still, 20cm’s distance from it. I told you it’s not gonna work. Now I need to find my
way out.

Fang Haochang gets out and sees Fang Tongguang panting and shaking with half of his
body in the bed and legs dangling off the bed.

Fang Haochang: ......Hey!

Fang Haochang gets Fang Tongguang up. Fang Tongguang coughs.

Fang Haochang: What happened?

Fang Tongguang shakes both his head and his hand.

Fang Haochang: What happened? Okay, okay, forget it.
Fang Tongguang: What the hell is this!
Fang Haochang: What just happened?
Fang Tongguang: ......What the hell is this! This, this society is ruined! People don’t get
married, have no children, argue with parents, keep bloody dogs!
Fang Haochang: This is called a free world, a civilised society.
Fang Tongguang: Bullshit!
Fang Haochang: Live one’s life in his own way. I like it.
Fang Tongguang: Freedom, means you have nothing! The capitalists, love to seeing
you, free, with no children, no family, no estate, so they can, exploit you!
Fang Haochang: I didn’t know you’ve studied Political Economy!
Fang Tongguang: I know, more than you could imagine. (looks at the shoe that flew off)
My foot is cold.
Fang Haochang picks the shoe up and brings it back. 

Fang Haochang: What happened?
Fang Tongguang: ......It snapped.
Fang Haochang: I know. What does it have to do with keeping dogs and having
children?
Fang Tongguang: Snapped rope, no marriage, freedom, they are connected.
Fang Haochang: ......You want to wrap up freedom with this rope made with worn-out
bed sheets? You’re funny.
Fang Tongguang: ......
Fang Haochang: Besides, you got to tie up one end to the heater. (Fang Haochang is
about to tie up the rope to the heater) That’s right, it’s more handy if you tie it up this
way.
Fang Tongguang: I’m comfortable with my own way.
Fang Haochang: It works better this way.
Fang Tongguang: (gets emotional and stands up) I want it that way! T-H-A-T! That way!
I’m confortable that way. Put it back! Tie the two pieces of rope together!
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TIE UP
Fang Haochang unties the rope from the heater and is about to join the snapped ropes together.

Fang Tongguang: Make, it tight.
Fang Haochang: With......?
Fang Tongguang: Under my bed, in the fishing net.

Fang Haochang rummages through the space under the bed and finds a fishing net. There’s a used hemp rope
in it.

Fang Haochang: Trash.
Fang Tongguang: Yet still strong. 
Fang Haochang: You can always buy proper ropes.

Fang Haohang starts to coil the hemp rope.

Fang Haochang: Do you still remember releasing my fish?
Fang Tongguang: No. 
Fang Haochang: Well, I do. 10 kilos?
Fang Tongguang: More than that. 20 kilos. 
Fang Haochang: You used this broken net and no doubt that fish went through easily. 
Fang Tongguang: I don’t have equipment for fish as huge as that one.
Fang Haochang: What you have is determined that you can only catch small fish for your entire life. 
Fang Tongguang: ……If I only wait for, big fish, you’d fucking, starved to death.
Fang Haochang: No fish can escape from a rope like this!

Fang Haochang passes one end of the rope to Fang Tongguang and he takes the other end with him to tie up
the wardrobe leg. 
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AXE

Fang Tongguang: (to distract Fang Haochang) This,
this, this...wardrobe is the same age as you.
Fang Haochang: I thought it’s a week older than
me.
Fang Tongguang: You were in your mother’s
womb waiting for it to be finished. After I moved it
in and set up the bed and duvet, you were born.
Fang Haochang: It’s nice. 
Fang Tongguang: Took me three months.
Fang Haochang: What wood did you use?
Incredible strength. 
Fang Tongguang: Hardwood.
Fang Haochang: Still in good shape.

Fang Haochang checks on the wardrobe while he
does his job. Suddenly he comes up with an idea.

Fang Haochang: If I take out all the stuff, maybe I
could move it! It’s gonna work!
Fang Tongguang: ......Don’t touch the stuff in it!
Leave them!

Fang Haochang ignores Fang Tongguang’s words
and starts to clean up the wardrobe right away.

Fang Haochang: What the hell did you put in here?

Fang Haochang takes out an axe with a long handle.

Fang Haochang: This is not the right place for an
axe?, is it!
Fang Tongguang: ......To protect myself from
harassers. 

Fang Haochang takes out a saw.

Fang Haochang: Also for harassers?
Fang Tongguang: Ah-huh! For whoever harasses!
Fang Haochang: Keep it to yourself.

Fang Haochang puts down the axe and the saw. He then picks up the posters and
the old Health and Beauty . On the poster, there is a strong, beefy foreign guy.
The cover of Health and Beauty is also a beefy guy. As Fang Haochang takes out
one magazine after another, the beefy guys on each cover are dressed less and less.

Fang Haochang: 1995, 1994......you still have these magazines?
Fang Tongguang: Yeah, you liked them.
Fang Haochang: Why Health and Beauty?
Fang Tongguang: ......I exercise.
Fang Haochang: I remember there were plenty of women in this magazine.
Fang Tongguang: ......That’s my favourite. You have a problem with it? I’m an
independent person.
Fang Haochang: I knew it.
Fang Tongguang: What?
Fang Haochang: Nothing.

Fang Haochang hangs up the poster and stares at it. Fang Tongguang is more
determined with his plan.
Fang Haochang takes out the medicine box. It has several sachets of hawthorn
pills. 
Fang Haochang: Why did you buy so many hawthorn pills?
Fang Tongguang: ……To boost the appetite. 
Fang Haochang: I’ll have one.
Fang Tongguang: Take the red one.
Fang Haochang: Are they not the same?
Fang Tongguang: The red ones are bought recently.

Fang Haochang eats the hawthorn pill in the red package.

Fang Haochang: Tastes good. You need so many eye drops too?
Fang Tongguang: My vision, is blurry, and white. I can’t see the float clearly
anymore.
Fang Haochang: (picks up one tooth) How many teeth have you lost?
Fang Tongguang: No idea.
Fang Haochang: Upper teeth or lower teeth?
Fang Tongguang: I don’t know.
Fang Haochang: You don’t brush your teeth?
Fang Tongguang: It hurts.
Fang Haochang: (comes closer and opens up Fang Tongguang’s mouth) Look at
your black teeth. I won’t be able sell a single toothbrush if everyone else sees
them.
Fang Tongguang: Leave me alone.
Fang Haochang: Should be one of the upper teeth.

 Health and Beauty magazine is an early fitness publication in
China which has a wide range of readers. It records and promotes
the development of China’s fitness industry.
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Fang Haochang takes out an electric toothbrush from his backpack. 

Fang Haochang: Here, take it! Brush your black teeth.
Fang Tongguang: 30,000 strokes per minute. Too much for me.

Fang Haochang leaves the toothbrush on the table and looks at the pile of useless
medicine in front of him. He realises that he doesn’t know about his father’s wellbeing in
the past two years at all. his father has gone through significant changes. 

Fang Haochang: (gets angry because Fang Tongguang didn’t take good care of
himself) You were feeling unwell from top to toe. Why didn’t you go to hospital?
Fang Tongguang: You just said from top to toe. God knows how many areas I
should examine.

Fang Haochang takes out the net for bird-catching. Fang Tongguang start to look
serious.

Fang Haochang: Your room is like a recycle station and it stinks. A healthy person
will get sick living here. What is it?
Fang Tongguang: Mist net. 
Fang Haochang: For birds?
Fang Tongguang: Yeah. Haven’t used it for ages. Get rid of it.

Fang Haochang walks out to dispose the net as he speaks.

Fang Tongguang: I used it when you were in university. I was in the county back
then.
Fang Haochang: During which time you worked there?
Fang Tongguang: Yeah. At the vegetable greenhouses.
Fang Haochang: Where did you live? 
Fang Tongguang: There was a small storage room nearby.
Fang Haochang: How many years did you spend there?
Fang Tongguang: Seven.
Fang Haochang: Taking care of the greenhouse?
Fang Tongguang: Yes. 

Fang Haochang buries the tooth in the
flower pot.

Fang Tongguang: Are you expecting
it to grow back?
Fang Haochang: Well, maybe, since
you’re getting IV drips.
Fang Tongguang: Not in this life.
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Fang Haochang takes another look at the net in his hands. He opens the net quietly and hangs it up. He opens a net for himself as he stares
at this net carefully. 

Fang Tongguang: I had no choice but to spend the commemorative coins you used to play with when I couldn’t find a penny in my
pocket. The tobacco guy wouldn’t take them. Huh-huh. Your doctoral degree took eight years and I spent seven years looking after
the greenhouses. Tobacco was my life.
Fang Haochang: No place for fishing?
Fang Tongguang: No, there’s a long way to the river. A few hundred acres of land, when I lied down on the ground at night, all I
could see are birds, a sky full of birds. They would look for food in the land.
Fang Haochang: Why did you catch them?
Fang Tongguang: To sell.
Fang Haochang: Poor thing.
Fang Tongguang: Yeah, you spent the money.
Fang Haochang: ......

Fang Haochang keeps rummaging in the wardrobe whereas Fang Tongguang seems to have found himself a fair reason to continue. Fang
Haochang takes out the portable power station.

Fang Haochang: It stopped working long ago. I’m getting rid of it.
Fang Tongguang: Don’t! Leave it there! It’s not as strong as before, which is perfect!
Fang Haochang: Perfect for ?
Fang Tongguang: Low Frequency Pulse Electricity! For fishing!

Fang Haochang takes out the fishing bell and jingles. 

Fang Haochang: This bell is quite large. Is it a big fish?

Fang Haochang hangs the bell on the bird net. The bell jingles when he pulls the net.

Fang Tongguang: I can’t see the float!
Fang Haochang: Are you sure your tiny fish can make this bell jingle?
Fang Tongguang: I’ve had enough tiny fish all my life. This is the one I’ve been waiting for so long. When that 50-kilo big, fat fish
nibbles, I’ll keep him on the rod for as long as I like! He’s going to make the bell jingle and the alarm will never go off!
Fang Haochang: As long as long you enjoyed it. 
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Fang Haochang keeps carrying stuff out from the wardrobe.
Fang Tongguang glowers at him walking back and forth. 
Fang Haochang stops, takes one step back, he sees a picture
glued on the inside of the wardrobe. It was drawn using the
back of a calendar page.

Fang Haochang: Who painted this?
Fang Tongguang: Which one?
Fang Haochang: The one glued in the wardrobe?

Fang Haochang turns on the light on his phone to see the
painting clearly.

Fang Tongguang: You.

Fang Haochang is surprised. He completely forgets about it.

Fang Haochang: Me?
Fang Tongguang: Who else, can get in, and draw?
Fang Haochang: The national flags of China and Japan?
Fang Tongguang: The Joint Mountaineering Team. You
drew this, the year they climbed on the top of, Mount
Everest.
Fang Haochang: Mount Himalaya. These little guys......
Fang Tongguang: Those vertical figures are the athletes
from both countries. 

Fang Haochang: What about the horizontal ones?
Fang Tongguang: Dead athletes.
Fang Haochang: Those ones floating in mid-air?
Fang Tongguang: Ghosts. Dead men’s ghosts
Fang Haochang: Hahahaha.
Fang Tongguang: You were interested in dead bodies, on
the mountain. You were talking about it all the time. You
mother, forbade you to say “dead man”. So you were
saying “ghosts” instead. You asked me, where will a man’s
ghost go after he dies? In your painting, the northern side
of the mountain is snowing, well, you made it look like
sand. However, it is sunny on the southern side. There’s a
creek between the rocks.
Fang Haochang: There’s no water but ice at that altitude. 
Fang Tongguang: Mount Everest in Himalaya, the South
Face and the North Face, there’s the sun, the snow, water,
birds, the living and the ghosts. What were you thinking
when you painted this?
Fang Haochang: ......8848.13. It has been revised to
8844.18.
Fang Tongguang: It becomes lower.
Fang Haochang: four metres of ice has melted.
Fang Tongguang: There’s actually a creek between the
rocks.
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Fang Haochang can’t answer it. He shakes his head.
Fang Haochang turns around and sees the sunlight coming through the window beaming down on Fang Tongguang, as if he’s shining. 

Fang Haochang: A perfect place to bask in the sun.
Fang Tongguang: Yes.
Fang Haochang: I’ll give you a bath.
Fang Tongguang: ......No, no. 
Fang Haochang: How long has it been since you bathed last time? 15 days? A month?
Fang Tongguang: Never mind. 
Fang Haochang: And brush your teeth. You don’t have to move, just lie down and I’ll bathe you. I’m a doctor remember? This is my
expertise. 
Fang Tongguang: Forget it. 
Fang Haochang: Take a bath. You will get examined in hospital. 
Fang Tongguang: ......

Fang Haochang brings the electric toothbrush with toothpaste on to Fang Tongguang. Then he walks out of the bedroom to prepare the bathing
water.
Fang Tongguang puts the electric toothbrush in his mouth.
Fang Tongguang is not used to having a monster vibrating in his mouth. It hurts and his face scrunches up. He takes out the toothbrush but it still
vibrates in the air and splashes foam onto his face. He has to put it back in his mouth. 

Fang Haochang (behind the scene): Your room gets the most sunlight, but why did the flowers get floppy?
Fang Tongguang: (more like pitying) The best time has passed. 
Fang Haochang (behind the scene): Dehydration. 
Fang Tongguang: (talking to himself) The best time has passed.

Fang Tongguang’s eyes fall on the sunlight outside, the plants and flowers near the window wilted. On the other side, the hemp rope, the net trap, the
bell, the portable power station and the wardrobe are in the shadow. 
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Fang Haochang walks in with a tub and towel. He brings the
cup to Fang Tongguang. 

Fang Haochang: Rinse.

Fang Tongguang rinses.

Fang Haochang: Spit. 

Fang Tongguang spits the water in his mouth. Fang Haochang
takes away the water and pours a kettle of boiling water into
the tub. He starts to rinse the towel.
Fang Tongguang thinks for a while and then he puts one end of
the hemp rope underneath the mattress. 
After Fang Haochang rinses the towel, he starts to undress
Fang Tongguang from the front.

Fang Haochang: Let’s begin.

Fang Tongguang raises his head to look at Fang Haochang.
He still remembers. 

Fang Haochang: Okay. Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five,
four, three, two, one, you won. Now lie down. 

Fang Haochang twists the towel and leaves it on Fang
Tongguang’s face.
Fang Haochang starts to clean his father’s body. He cleans
gently. Fang Tongguang is comfortable. 
Fang Tongguang is relaxed.
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S
Fang Haochang: Basking in the
sun with your son here to take care
of you, isn’t it nice?
Fang Tongguang (the towel covers
up his face): What is, cancer?
Fang Haochang: ......
Fang Tongguang: Why is there a
disease like this?
Fang Haochang: Cancer wants to
live forever.
Fang Tongguang: To live
forever......
Fang Haochang: It wants to
survive, always and forever. 
Fang Tongguang: Huh, like Qin Shi
Huang.
Fang Haochang: All living
creatures share one desire from
the inside, which is to live forever,
to become immortal. The desire
gives birth to cancer. 
Fang Tongguang: What happens
when the desire peaks?
Fang Haochang: There’s a switch
in cells. It is in charge of making
sure that the metabolism system is
sustainable. When the switch
functions properly, the cell
remains healthy.
Fang Tongguang: Planned
economy. Every move should keep
up with the plan. Sounds
reasonable.
Fang Haochang: Yes, without a
switch, the life span of cells will be
a lot shorter and creatures cannot
evolve into advanced and complex
lives. It is fortunate for any
creature to have a switch in cells. 
Fang Tongguang: Life is
fascinating. I’m not talking about
creating new life. Don’t take it
personally. 
Fang Haochang: ......I’m not taking
it personally. 
Fang Tongguang: What happens
when the switch is broken?
Fang Haochang: The desire to
reproduce loses control. Cells
which can divide indefinitely are
cancer cells. 
Fang Tongguang: Capitalism.
Fang Haochang: Cancer cells
absorb all the nutrition and take all
the space. They consume your
body. When your life ends, the
cancer cells will starve to death. 
Fang Tongguang: Monopoly
capitalism.
Fang Haochang: When I was in
university, I thought, maybe
cancer is an experiment of
immortality. 
Fang Tongguang: What does it
mean?
Fang Haochang: If one cancer cell
mutates. They can divide
indefinitely but with a switch in
each cell, then human body will be
immortal. 
Fang Tongguang: The socialist
market economy.
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Fang Haochang cleans Fang Tongguang’s chest and back. He starts to move on to the
lower half of the body. Both the father and son are quite timid.

Fang Haochang (monologue): I’ve never touched his private area and I don’t know
how it feels like to have his son cleaning his private parts. I tried to focus on the towel,
on water. However, I couldn’t help but noticing his response. His body is unable to
respond. His head and his face are relaxing. His untrusting feeling of self-protection
had to give way to my gentle invasion little by little. 
Fang Tongguang (monologue): Watching the birds flying and bumping into the net, I
suddenly understood myself. I had to grab something or win something in my life, but
it was too late. I was already 50 and my body wasn’t healthy anymore. My calf
muscles started to atrophy, my knees hurt, I had a slipped disc and I feel cold more
often than before. The only thing left in my life is suffering.
Fang Haochang (monologue): This is my first time, and my last time to clean his body.
He gave up on his territory, the most important territory, to somebody else. 
Fang Tongguang: When I die, cancer dies with me!
Fang Haochang: If you supply it with extra nutrition, it can still survive......

Fang Haochang cleans his father’s ears, eyebrows, eyes and mouth carefully. It almost
feels like a massage. Fang Tongguang enjoys himself.

Fang Tongguang: My cancer...can survive as well?
Fang Haochang: Definitely. 
Fang Tongguang: …… 
Fang Haochang: Straight Man Cancer.
Fang Tongguang: ......That’s prostate cancer?
Fang Haochang: It’s your thoughts. Thinking about having children and talking about
genitals all the time is a type of cancer. 
Fang Tongguang: You talk about, genitals all the time. That’s the way you speak, with
your old man?!
Fang Haochang: Never mind. You just don’t understand.  

Fang Haochang goes to get some water.
Fang Tongguang takes the chance to pull out the hemp rope. He feels it in his hand and
leaves it on the floor.
Fang Haochang is back. He picks up the hemp rope on the ground and puts it back to
Fang Tongguang’s hand.

Fang Haochang: I’ll try one more time with the wardrobe.
Fang Tongguang: You can’t get in.
Fang Haochang: I’m not trying to get in.

Fang Haochang sees the axe, he picks up the axe to pry the broken leg.

Fang Tongguang: Stop! You’re destroying it!
Fang Haochang: No, I’m not. I’ll hold it up!
Fang Tongguang: Stop!
Fang Haochang: Relax, I know how to use an axe.
Fang Tongguang: Stop! This wardrobe is 40 years old! It’ll break.
Fang Haochang: Relax, I’ll compensate you for your loss.
Fang Tongguang: What are you going to compensate me with?
Fang Haochang: Money!
Fang Tongguang: I don’t want your money!
Fang Haochang: I’ll buy you a new one!
Fang Tongguang: Stop! Be careful with that broken leg!
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The wardrobe leg which has the rope tied up on is crooked
because of what Fang Haochang just did.

Fang Tongguang: See? I told you not to pry! I told you so!
Move away your axe!

Fang Haochang just notices that the crooked leg seems strange.
He gets closer and finds out there’s something wrong with it. He
feels the back of the leg, checks on the saw. He follows the hemp
rope and finds the other end of rope in Fang Tongguang’s hand. 
Fang Tongguang immediately drops the hemp rope.

Fang Tongguang: I told you not to pry! You wouldn’t listen. 

Fang Haochang observes the leg carefully and he finds out that
this is a trap.

Fang Haochang: You’re going to catch me with this trap!
Fang Tongguang: What are you talking about?
Fang Haochang: Huh-huh.
Fang Tongguang: I asked you, to find the certificate. Why
would I catch you? You’re not a bird.
Fang Haochang: Huh-huh, you were telling me that you’ll
give me money at the end of the month......
Fang Tongguang: “Yellow Toothbrush” left, you don’t need
to......

Fang Tongguang stops talking but Fang Haochang
understands. He pounces on Fang Tongguang and grabs his
shoulder for an answer.

Fang Tongguang shakes his head and remains silent.

TRAP

Fang Haochang: What did you say? How did you
know that he left? Did you contact him again?

Fang Haochang: It was you. Huh-huh, the picture I
painted at six, Mount Everest, Himalaya, dead
athletes, living athletes, ghosts, your hard life, fish,
birds, what, what are these?
Fang Tongguang: You found the painting. 
Fang Haochang: All the things you said, all the effort
you made were trying to keep me trapped......
Fang Tongguang: ......
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Fang Haochang: For what? What do you want? The portable power station, the net, the fishing
bell, and these (magazines)! What do you want?
Fang Tongguang: ......Pavlov.
Fang Haochang: Pavlov,...... (glares at the poster with a beefy guy) Put me in a therapy, cure me?
the adequate level of electricity, the 100-kilo fish, you’re fucking with me, aren’t you?
Fang Tongguang: Now, I just want you, to find the certificate.
Fang Haochang: You want me to find the certificate?
Fang Tongguang: Find the certificate.!
Fang Haochang: Just the certificate?
Fang Tongguang: Just the certificate.
Fang Haochang: Okay, fine. I’ll get you that certificate.

Fang Haochang thinks for a second, picks up the axe.

Fang Tongguang: What are you going to do?
Fang Haochang: I’ll get you the certificate. 
Fang Tongguang: What? No……

Fang Haochang smashes the mirror and the broken pieces are everywhere.

Fang Haochang: Thank you for helping me quitting the toothbrush, returning to the hospital,
being a normal person. Thank you, really, I’ll help you finding the certificate.

Fang Haochang cuts the frame of the wardrobe with the axe. He then cuts the back of the wardrobe
open, and the painting inside. He takes it off, tears it into small pieces and throws them at Fang
Tongguang. 
Without the wardrobe, the hidden drawer emerges from behind.

Fang Tongguang: Go, Go, leave......

Fang Haochang stops.

Fang Haochang: Now we can look for the certificate.
Fang Tongguang: You……leave.
Fang Haochang: The certification is right there.
Fang Tongguang: Go away.

Fang Tongguang lies on one side of the bed feeling desperate.
Fang Haochang realises that he was impulsive and made a mistake. He feels so guilty now as he has
calmed down, but he fears to face Fang Tongguang, hence he leaves in a rush. He bumps into the net
that is set to be wide open and falls on the ground dramatically. He faces down and keeps hitting the
ground. When he stands up again, his hand is hurt by the broken glasses and is covered with blood.
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Fang Haochang leans against the wall in the hallway in hospital. He has bondage around his hand and he looks rather
confused.
Chen Yuse walks out from a ward.

Chen Yuse: He wants to talk to you.

Fang Haochang is hesitating. 

Chen Yuse: Hurry!

Fang Haochang walks into the ward.
Fang Tongguang is sitting on a taboret. The upper half of his body is lying on the quilt. He’s covered with another quilt on
his back struggling to breathe.

Fang Tongguang: Get me, up, up, up......

Fang Haochang hesitates for a second, then he comes closer helping Fang Tongguang getting back to his bed. Fang
Tongguang is too weak to sit up straight. He leans on Fang Haochang’s shoulder.

Fang Tongguang: Something, in this room, gets, into my head, tears, inside, all broken, thoughts, all broken, get out,
get out, out......
Fang Haochang: It’s cold outside.
Fang Tongguang: Get out! Out!
Fang Haochang: Wait a second. Can you sit straight? I’ll grab the wheelchair. 
Fang Tongguang: Okay.

Fang Haochang goes to get the wheelchair, but Fang Tongguang is too weak to sit straight. Fang Haochang rushes back to
support Fang Tongguang from falling down. Fang Tongguang raises his arms to hold his son. However, it looks rather like
a son’s trying to hold his father’s shoulder. He’s taking deep breathes fearing he might fall off. 
At this time, Fang Tongguang sees a six or seven-year-old boy climbing into the wardrobe from the hole in the back. He
unrolls a page from the calendar and starts to draw on it.

Fang Tongguang: I had appendicitis at 15; calf muscle atrophy at 40; and cholecystitis at 50. Take care of yourself.

Fang Tongguang is having mixed feelings. His arms that are holding his son’s shoulder fall off a little bit. He loses all his
strength. 

Fang Tongguang: It seems like, I’m gonna die, for real. 

Lights off on the side where Fang Tongguang and Fang Haochang stand. Only the boy painting in the wardrobe remains on
the stage, Himalaya, Mount Everest, dead athletes, living athletes, birds, the creek between the rocks......
Fang Haochang walks closer to the wardrobe. The boy turns around and gives him a glance. He lifts the painting up and
sneaks out from the hole on the back. Fang Haochang follows him. He lifts up the painting and gets an old-fashioned
backpack out of the hidden drawer.

Fang Haochang: The certificate is a train pass, from Shijiazhuang to Qingxian. The date is 27/05, where year is not
specified. The price is 4.5 yuan. There is also a receipt for cremation and the ash container. On the 29th of May, 1988,
just like me, he travelled home alone on a train through the summer plains to see his father before he passed away. 
Six months later, I’m 38 years old. The muscle in my right calf starts to atrophy. 

Fang Tongguang sits on a taboret naked.
Fang Haochang holds his backpack and waves goodbye to Fang Tongguang.
The painting hanging in the wardrobe becomes graphic as if I could hear the sound of the creek between the rocks. 77


